Karen O’Marra joins Switzer-CARTY as Branch Manager in Mississauga
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Enters Ontario School Bus Market

Switzer-Carty Transportation Services Inc. has purchased the school

Jim Switzer, President & Chief Executive Officer, is pleased to announce that Karen O’Marra has joined
bus assets of Parkinson Coach Lines 2000 Inc. in Brampton.
Switzer-CARTY Transportation as Branch Manager for the new Mississauga Branch.
“We are very excited to add Karen to our team” said Switzer. “She has a wealth of pupil transportation
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experience both as an operator and school board Business Manager and is known as a tremendous
leader
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industry.”
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“Doug and I believe there is a need for a new competitor in Ontario’s school
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bus contract operations to Switzer-Carty. Jamie and his family have built a

great operation and we are honoured that they have chosen us to carry on that

“I look
forward to this new opportunity and in working with drivers, staff and technicians in delivering a
tradition.
wonderful service to the parents and students in Peel region,” said O’Marra.

“Our goal is to aggressively bid on school bus contracts across Ontario over the
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flexibility, accountability and cost consciousness of a small family owned
business
yet with the expertise of a large enterprise. That is what we see in
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Switzer-Carty and we aspire to be the most highly regarded school bus company
Jim Switzer (jim.switzer@switzer-carty.com) ext. 107
by our customers, by the families that trust us and by our employees”.
Dan Maradin (dan.maradin@switzer-carty.com) ext. 108

About Switzer-Carty Transportation
Switzer-Carty Transportation is based in Burlington, Ontario and is built on the
premise that proactively recognizing and satisfying customer needs through the
dedicated focus of our people, we will create a safer and more secure
environment for our passengers that is worry free for customers.
Jim Switzer has spent his entire business career in school busing starting with
Babcock Bus Lines, a family owned business in Niagara that won national
recognition for service delivery. Jim then went onto Laidlaw after it acquired
Babcock in 1999, eventually rising to be responsible for Laidlaw’s school bus
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